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1 Introduction
Continuous evolution of technology to meet the challenges posed by the market environment is sowing the seeds of
confusion in its usage. Operators are often left wondering when strident voices from competing standards proclaim that
their technology is better; often with a set of predicted performance indicators compared to rivals, sometimes
accompanied by small field trial data to lend further credibility. Further rationalization and evangelization is done by
experts from different vantages points and often times by companies themselves that are vested in ‘a’ technology.
Specifically in the context of broadband deployment in India with latest acquisition of spectrum, the contest is between
WiMAX and TD-LTE. Questions swirl around potential migration strategies, technology performance and maturity of
technology and end-user devices. Operators need reassurance on their business viability in the long term and coverage
of investment risk. Re-assurances are required from the industry leaders on continued support for the technology,
supply chain at right volumes and price points and actual performance in their deployed system configuration.
Aim of this paper is to present a technology path for Indian operators’ that gives performance re-assurance in an
impartial and un-biased way. Specifically, it addresses:
 Feasibility of technology migration
 Co-existence and co-location of competing technologies
This paper does not attempt to compare or contrast advantages, relative performance or prescribe the superiority of
one technology over the other.

2 Deployment Considerations
2.1 Spectrum
In the recent wireless broadband spectrum auction, 2 slots of 20 MHz each (TDD) have been released in the 2.3 GHz
band. This band belonged to the Department of Space, Government of India and was used for satellite communications.
By defined standards, this bandwidth per slot of 20MHz is not ideal. Therefore some creative strategies are required for
maximum utilization of the high priced resource- spectrum.

2.2 Wireless Broadband Technologies
In this paper, the baseline technology specifications are as published by the respective bodies. To enable a proper study,
some simple deployment assumptions are made as follows in the Indian context:
 Mobile broadband in covered areas
 Technology migration after three to four years of operation
 Frequency bandwidth (20MHz) will be partitioned to disallow carrier space sharing intra-cell between any two
technologies
 Dynamic inter-cell interference between two co-existing technologies will need to be analyzed
The table below summarizes the key differences between two current technologies that will compete in the market at
the initial juncture.
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Table 1 Comparison of technologies offering broadband services at initial juncture

Multiple access method

WiMAX 802.16e
Rel 1.5
OFDMA

3GPP HSPA
Rel.7
W-CDMA

Channel duplexing

TDD

FDD

Bandwidth analogy

Single Wideband carrier

MIMO

Many Narrowband
carriers
Yes

AAS

Yes

No

Modulation

QPSK, 16 QAM16,
QAM64
More
Dynamic delay

BPSK, QPSK, QAM16,
QAM64 (DL only)
Less
Static delay

Scheduled

Scheduled + Random

Optimized Hard
handoff
Yes

Soft/Softer Handoff

Less
Yes
WiMAX 802.16m, FDLTE, TD-LTE

More
No
HSPA+ 3GPP R8,
3GPP FD LTE

QoS considerations
CQI feedback
Resource Allocation
management
Handoff
Fractional frequency
reuse
Multipath fading
Cyclic delay diversity
Future technology
migration

Comments

Limited

No

OFDMA is revolutionary multiple access technology used by all
new generation technologies.
Networks are moving from voice towards data i.e. asymmetric
usage for DL and UL. TDD is more suited for data networks.
Frequency selective fades are avoided, frequency selective AGC is
employed.
MIMO uses multiple antennas at transmitter and receiver to
multiplex more data or increase signal quality.
AAS used for increase signal quality and reduce interference levels
using Adaptive antenna systems.
WiMAX has 64 QAM also as modulation scheme, which has
double data rate than that of QAM 16.
WiMAX has more QoS considerations.
In WiMAX, Channel quality feedback interval varies as per channel
quality variation.
HSPA also has unscheduled access channels, can be used for data
also.
HSPA has better handoff methods. But they are applicable for
voice channels only.
FFR is effective method for minimizing interference at cell edge.
WiMAX is less prone to multipath effects.
Cyclic delay is effective way to counter multipath related fades.

2.3 Technology Considerations
Table 2 Collated technology specs for study (Source: WiMAX Forum, 3GPP)
WiMAX 16e Deployment

WiMAX 16m Deployment

LTE Deployment

Duplexing

TDD

TDD

TDD

Bandwidth

10 MHz

10 MHz

20 MHz

Overlay

No

Yes, 10 MHz+10MHz

No

Sectorization

3

3 (both layers)

3

Frequency Reuse

1-3-2

1-3-1 (both layers)

1-3-1

BaseStation

2 Transmitter

2 Receiver

4 Transmitter

2 Receiver

4 Transmitter

2 Receiver

User device

1 Transmitter

2 Receiver

2 Transmitter

2 Receiver

2 Transmitter

2 Receiver

Beamforming

No

MIMO Beamforming

MIMO Beamforming

DL MIMO

Adaptive switching between Spatial
multiplexing (rate X2) and Space
time coding (repetition 2)

Adaptive switching between Spatial multiplexing
(rate X2) and Space time coding (repetition 2), MIMO
Beamforming

Adaptive switching between Spatial
multiplexing (rate X2) and Space
time coding (repetition 2), MIMO
Beamforming

UL MIMO

Collaborative MIMO

Collaborative MIMO, Spatial Multiplexing (rate X2)
and Space time coding (repetition 2)
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time coding (repetition 2)
Receiver
Diversity

MRC, SIC

MRC, SIC

MRC, SIC

HARQ

Chase combining

Chase combining, Incremental redundancy

Chase combining, Incremental
redundancy

FFR

No

Adaptive switching of zones for edge cell users

Adaptive switching of zones for edge
cell users

2.4 Technology migration
A technology migration in the time scale of Indian broadband business cycle is guaranteed. Therefore, a list of possible
considerations as below:
 WiMAX Rel.1.5 to FD-LTE Rel.10
 WiMAX Rel.1.5 to WiMAX Rel.2.0
 WiMAX Rel.1.5 to TD-LTE Rel.9
2.4.1 Migration WiMAX Rel.1.5 to FD-LTE Rel.10
FD-LTE migration will discarded from further analysis as it is complex to achieve within the prescribed spectrum. Most
prominent problem is DL signal of a technology interfering with other’s UL signal, when they operate in same frequency
band. There is no way to dynamically manage it unlike in TD-LTE where co-existence can happen by applying offset
between the respective frames.
Where there is no such restriction in spectrum usage and availability, FD-LTE can be evaluated as a possible migration
path.
2.4.2 Migration WiMAX Rel.1.5 to WiMAX Rel.2.0
WiMAX migration within the same technology will be smooth by construction and will be backward compatible with
minor planning issues for legacy support. From a deployment configuration perspective, TEMs’ are guaranteeing
hardware provisioning for software upgrades in the field for migration from a WiMAX Rel1.5 network to WiMAX Rel2.0.
While the coverage parameters are expected to remain about the same, capacity and throughput benefits are expected
via the technology upgrades. Performance benefits and costs of such upgrades have been evaluated separately but are
not part of this study (Data available upon request from SRG).
Besides the radio access network elements, all network elements upstream such ASN gateways should be completely reusable in this migration. However, for roaming SLAs with other broadband operators working with WiMAX Rel2.0 or TDLTE, some software development is expected. SAE evolution will have some impact on this.
In India, end-user devices will have a life of at least three to five years. So, a majority of legacy devices will be in use for
two to three beyond technology migration. While no performance degradation is expected for legacy devices, some
operational planning is required to take advantage of the enhanced performance of Rel2.0 devices for capacity and
throughput gains. The progression of the device mix – legacy to enhanced devices, will have significant impact on
network capacity and throughput gains.
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Figure 1 Co-existence and EPC convergence paths for back end network elements
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2.4.3 Migration WiMAX Rel.1.5 to TD-LTE Rel.9
Lastly, migration from WiMAX to TD-LTE migration requires careful analysis. For some time during the business cycle, if
this approach is adopted, the two technologies need to co-exist. This is the subject of deeper study in the next few
sections.

2.4.4 Co-existence considerations
In the regime of technology migration of a deployed network, the cell sites exist in various states of migration. Unless
careful planning is done and operational changes managed, the network will experience severe impairments.
2.4.4.1 General considerations:
 WiMAX and TD-LTE are not allowed to share the same frequency carrier space intra-cell
 Overlap of WiMAX UL signal with TD-LTE DL signal is not permitted across system.
 Overlap of WiMAX DL signal with TD-LTE UL signal is not permitted across system.
 Protection of Synchronization signals to be considered in both WiMAX and TD-LTE.
 Protection of Reference signals are of secondary importance in both WiMAX and TD-LTE.
2.4.4.2 Frame level considerations for co-existence:
Only TD-LTE frames with 5 ms sub-frame periodicity are taken into consideration i.e. uplink-downlink configurations 0, 1,
2 (with 2, 4, 6 DL sub-frames per frame).
 TD-LTE Frame
o Frame Length= 10 ms (10 sub-frames, Slot time = 500 uSec)
 WiMAX Frame
o Frame Length= 5 ms (Symbol Time = 102.86 uSec)
Many offset combinations are possible. For this study, more than hundred feasible combinations with different frame
configurations have been studied.

Table 3 Frame Considerations for overlapping band operation of WiMAX DL sub-frame with TD-LTE DL sub-frames
(DwPTS and WiMAX UL sub-frame with TD-LTE UL sub-frames & UpPTS)
TD LTE Frame configuration 0 (DL,SPL,UL,UL,UL,DL,SPL,UL,UL,UL)
DL sub

frame: 17 symbols, Start offset: Adjusted as per lengths of DwPTS and GP (Min 0 uSec and 5000 uSec)

UL sub

frame: 30 symbols, Start offset: DL sub

frame start + 1809 uSec

TD LTE Frame configuration 1 (DL, SPL, UL, UL, DL, DL, SPL, UL, UL, DL)
DL sub

frame: 26 symbols, Start offset: Adjusted as per lengths of DwPTS and GP (Min 4000 uSec and 9000 uSec)

UL sub

frame: 21 symbols, Start offset: DL sub

frame start + 2735 uSec

TD LTE Frame configuration 2 (DL, SPL, UL, DL, DL, DL, SPL, UL, DL, DL)
DL sub

frame: 35 symbols, Start offset: Adjusted as per lengths of DwPTS and GP (Min 3000 uSec and 8000 uSec)

UL sub

frame: 12 symbols, Start offset: DL sub
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Table 4 Frame Considerations for overlapping band operation with Minimum Interference for TD-LTE Special Sub-frame
(i.e. Pilot signal protection for LTE)
TD LTE Frame configuration 0 (DL,SPL,UL,UL,UL,DL,SPL,UL,UL,UL)
DL sub

frame: 9 symbols, Start offset: 0 – 74 & 5000 – 5074 uSec

UL sub

frame: 27 symbols, Start offset: 2000 – 2100 & 7000 – 7100 uSec
TD LTE Frame configuration 1 (DL, SPL, UL, UL, DL, DL, SPL, UL, UL, DL)

DL sub

frame: 19 symbols, Start offset: 4000 – 4045 & 9000 – 9045 uSec

UL sub

frame: 18 symbols, Start offset: 2000 – 2040 & 7000 – 7040 uSec
TD LTE Frame configuration 2 (DL, SPL, UL, DL, DL, DL, SPL, UL, DL, DL)

DL sub

frame: 29 symbols, Start offset: 3017 & 8017 uSec

UL sub

frame: 9 symbols, Start offset: 2000 & 7000 uSec

 For overlapping band operation of WiMAX with TD-LTE for synchronization signal protection – Primary
considerations
o For WiMAX preamble: LTE frame should avoid allocation at slots at same time positions as WiMAX
preamble symbol, first symbol of frame. This can cost LTE frame up to 52 Resource Blocks.
o For LTE preamble: WiMAX should avoid allocation at slots at same time positions as LTE preamble, 72
center subcarriers in last symbol and 62 center subcarriers in second last symbol of first slot of first and
fifth sub-frames. This can cost WiMAX frame up to 4 PUSC slots.
 For overlapping band operation of WiMAX with TD-LTE for synchronization signal protection - Secondary
considerations
o WiMAX ranging, sounding and LTE PRACH channels can be considered at a later stage
o WiMAX pilot subcarriers are expected to interfere
o LTE reference resource elements are expected to interfere
There is an Impact with these considerations. Residual frequency offset correction would not be perfect in both
environments with interfering reference elements. This can lead to a loss up to 10 dB, in the worst case, according to
analysis (See Results and Discussion section).

2.4.4.3 Frame structure considerations for co-existence and performance:
 Variations in LTE frame structure:
o Mobility wise: Use of Normal and Extended Cyclic Prefix symbol configurations. (3 variations)
o Coverage wise: GP in Special sub-frame can be changed. DwPTS and UpPTS are also variable. (9
variations for normal symbol and 7 for extended)
o Usage ratio for DL and UL: 7 different Uplink-downlink configurations.
 WiMAX frame corresponding to dynamic changing LTE frame structure:
o 161 different permutations for LTE frame structure.
o WiMAX frame will be subjected to change as per each of these frame structures.
So, for dynamically changing LTE frame structure, defining single WiMAX frame will be not possible.
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In summarizing frame considerations, a couple of strong recommendations for co-existence and performance of dual
system during the migration period are made.
 During TD-LTE & WiMAX co-existence we need to use static TD-LTE frame structure
 An evaluation must be done on the magnitude of frequency offset errors using the above structures and their
impact on dynamic capacity.
2.4.4.4 Frequency Re-use consideration for co-existence and migration
Given that the available bandwidth is only 20MHz, standard re-use schemes need a revisit. Some proposed intra-cell
schemes are as depicted in the figure below. Inter cell schemes are possible but are not useful due to bandwidth
limitation.

F1

F2

F1

F1 & F2
Overlay

F2

F1

F1

F2

Figure.2 shows the stages of a sample migration. Dynamic analysis considers performance in WiMAX only mode, mixed
mode and TD-LTE only mode of two technologies. While many such migration and deployment strategies can be
employed, we chose one (as shown in Figure.3) to complete the analysis.
Figure 2 Sample migration path of initially deployed WiMAX 16e network to TD-LTE

WiMAX Cell

Mixed Technology Cell

TD- LTE Cell

WiMAX – 10 MHz BW/Sector
TD-LTE – 10 MHz BW/Sector during migration
TD-LTE- 20 MHz BW/Sector final

Table 5 Deployment specs for each stage of migration

Duplexing

Stage 1
WiMAX 16e
TDD

WiMAX 16e
TDD

TD-LTE
TDD

Sector Bandwidth

10 MHz

10 MHz

20 MHz

Sectors

3

3

10 MHz (use of half
segment of 20 MHz)
3

Frequency planning

1-3-2

1-3-1

1-3-1

1-3-1
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There are other frequency re-use schemes that have been contemplated in this theoretical study. Frequency re-use is an
important consideration due to the fact that the available broadband bandwidth is limited to 20MHz in India right now.
In order to maximize the spectral efficiency, reuse scheme makes a huge difference. Again, many options have been
considered but presentation has been limited to what is the most likely deployment scenario.
Figure 3 : Frequency allocation scheme with Bandwidth per channel= 10MHz
F1
F1

F1


F2

F2

Cost
s of
ince
ntivi
zing
user
mig

F1 + F2

2.4.4.5 Other Deployment Considerations
2.4.4.5.1 Fractional Frequency Reuse
In addition to the frequency reuse scheme, we also consider the effects of interference on the users at the cell edge.
Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) schemes can mitigate intra-cell and very little inter-cell interference. However in mixed
mode scenario, different cells exhibit different frequency allocations. Therefore single FFR schemes cannot be employed
on the entire network in mixed mode during migration.
The amount of resource allocated for FFR zone depends on particular system considerations. Whether ‘edge of cell’
users are allocated with in the FFR zone or not, depends on the dynamic SNR characteristics during the operation.
2.4.4.5.2 Inter-Cell Interference Coordination (ICIC)
This is one of the techniques introduced in WiMAX Rel1.5 to make re-use of one frequency feasible. The technique
basically allows BTSs’ to tune their DL Tx power by mutual agreement and exchange of information. This mitigates
potential interference and increases cell edge performance. Performance benefit of this technique depends on its usage
during dynamic events in an operational state of a network.
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3 Analysis
Performance of a deployed system is atypical. It cannot correlate perfectly with any modeling technique. Ekaa, as a
platform, offers many advantages to get closer to field data than possible before. Most of the data is stored dynamically
as the modeled system runs end to end. Dynamic aspects of the system include spectral efficiency, instantaneous
capacity, traffic events, traffic shaping (scheduler) etc. GIS provides the local terrain, clutter and topological data that
are taken into account for RF analysis. Mobile movement along with hand-offs are modeled along the GIS vector data as
in a field operation.

3.1 Analysis considerations
 Multiple Choices for LTE and WiMAX frames with different frame structures and relative offsets
 Random resource allocation and assignment to subscribers in the both frames
o DL/UL Interference estimation (accuracy will be at sub-carrier and sample level)
 Generation of simultaneous transmit signal generation from LTE and WiMAX devices as per allocation
o Transmission of WiMAX signal (LTE interference signal) from WiMAX devices and LTE signal (WiMAX
interference signal) from LTE devices
 Interaction of transmitted signals as per relative sample and subcarrier separations, actual and interfering, at
receiver after medium consideration
 Impact evaluation of Interference on reference elements
 Due to co-existence
 Due to neighbor cell transmission of same air interface protocol

3.2 Common Configuration
(Unless otherwise specified):
Technology: WiMAX 16e Enhanced, TD-LTE
a. Frame: WiMAX- DL 29 symbols, UL 18 symbols, TD-LTE Sub-frame sequence - DSUUDDSUUD
b. User mix:
i. Indoor: 55%
ii. Outdoor Nomadic/Stationary: 15%
iii. Pedestrian: 20%
iv. Slow Vehicle (~30 kmph): 4%
v. Fast Vehicle(~100 kmph): 1%
c. Device Mix:
i. Without MIMO capabilities: 40%
ii. With MIMO capabilities: 60%
d. Inter-cell distance: 700 m
e. Network: Site of interest is surrounded by 2 layers i.e. 18 sites (6 immediate and 12 next) as neighbors.
f. Frequency Re-use: 131
g. No FFR
h. Base station: 2 transmitter, 2 receiver
i. Beam forming: Closed loop MIMO/Adaptive switching between STC and SMX
ii. Receiver: MMSE
iii. Receiver combining: MRC/Collaborative MIMO
iv. HARQ: Incremental redundancy (4 retransmissions max.)
v. Decoding: CTC
vi. Power control: Equal distribution among subcarriers except reference(pilot) signals
12 | P a g e
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SIC (aka one form of ICIC) is not employed in this study. It is expected that capacity will increase marginally and
DL Edge Cell users’ performance will increase substantially.

3.3 Observations
 Estimation of SNR variation due to timing and frequency offset between different technologies
 Dynamic RAN throughput estimation for all cases
 Dynamic RAN throughput estimation for sector and network
o Spectral efficiency estimation
o Cell edge throughput estimation
o Capacity coverage tradeoff
 Application Capacity per sector
 Performance Tables
o freq reuse schemes -> evolution path
o FFR
o device mix
o Mobility mix constant cell size
 Interference – static receive/transmit point at 6m resolution and dynamic frequency/time frame level
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4 Results & Discussion
Table 6 Technology performance results
Case 1

Case 2 (F1,F2- frequency

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

channels)

Technology
Frequency Re-use
Required Bandwidth/cell
(MHz)
Inter-cell separation (m)
Frame Consideration
Mean Dynamic Sector
Capacity (Mbps)
Site Capacity (Mbps)
Cell Edge Users’ Throughput
(Kbps)
Spectral Efficiency
Application Capacity with
NGMN Traffic mix
Application Capacity with
VoIP only traffic
(frame reconfigured for equal
DL UL traffic support)
Application Capacity with
SDTV Multicast
(frame reconfigured for
maximized DL traffic) (in
channels)

WiMAX 16 e
Enhanced
1-3-1
10

WiMAX 16 e Enhanced

TD-LTE

TD-LTE

WiMAX 16m

1-3-2
20

1-3-1
20

1-3-1
20

1-3-1
20

700
29 DL symbols +
18 UL symbols
DL – 9.722, UL –
2.901

700
29 DL symbols + 18 UL
symbols
DL – F1- 10.821/F211.905, UL – F1- 3.038/F23.252
DL -33.547, UL – 9.542

800
Sub-frame sequence DSUUDDSUUD
DL – 26.642, UL –
5.345

700
Sub-frame sequence DSUUDDSUUD
DL – 27.774, UL –
5.413

800
29 DL symbols +
18 UL symbols
DL – 22.723, UL
– 8.1

DL – 79.926, UL –
16.035
DL – 980.389, UL –
235.605
DL – 1.692, UL – 1.256

DL – 83.322, UL –
16.239
DL – 1004.1, UL –
248.64
DL – 1.764, UL – 1.272

190

194

DL – 68.169, UL
– 24.3
DL – 826.221, UL
– 341.62
DL – 1.703, UL –
1.215
162

DL – 29.316, UL –
8.703
DL – 284.724, UL
– 106.127
DL – 1.466, UL –
0.870
69

DL – F1- 301.351/F2- 316,
UL – F1- 108.495/F2- 124.8
DL – F1- 1.623/F2- 1.786,
UL – F1- 0.911/F2- 0.976
F1- 77/F2 - 85

248

F1- 260/F2- 281

576

588

659

12

F1- 15/F2- 16

39

41

34

Based on results as in Table.6, it is our opinion that WiMAX 16m and TD-LTE are both viable candidates for next
generation broadband. So, other factors and market forces will determine the dominant technology.
Table 7 Frequency Re-use Analysis results for WiMAX 16e
Frequency Re-use
Required Bandwidth/cell (MHz)
Mean Dynamic Sector Capacity (Mbps)

Case 1
1-3-1
10
DL – 9.722, UL – 2.901

Site Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 29.316, UL – 8.703

Cell Edge Users’ Throughput (Kbps)

DL – 284.724, UL –
106.127
DL – 1.466, UL – 0.870

DL – F1- 301.351/F2- 316, UL – F1- 108.495/F2124.8
DL – F1- 1.623/F2- 1.786, UL – F1- 0.911/F2 0.976

Application Capacity with NGMN Traffic mix
Application Capacity with VoIP only traffic

69
248

77/85
260/281

85
281

Application Capacity with SDTV Multicast

12

15/16

16

Spectral Efficiency

Case 2 (F1,F2- frequency channels)
1-3-2
20
DL – F1- 10.821/F2 - 11.905, UL – F1- 3.038/F23.252
DL -33.547, UL – 9.542

Case 3
1-3-3
30
DL – 11.905, UL –
3.252
DL – 35.715, UL –
9.756
DL – 316, UL – 124.8
DL – 1.786, UL –
0.976

Application Capacity
(frame reconfigured for equal DL UL traffic support)
(frame reconfigured for maximized DL traffic) (in
channels)
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Table.7 shows three options for 10, 20, 30 MHz bandwidth availability. However, overlays or inter-site re-use plans can
also be used. If available bandwidth is 20 MHz, then 1-3-2 seems the logical choice. But if practical deployment issues
related to overlay can be resolved effectively and can be operationally managed then 2 layered 1-3-1 will provide 75%
higher Site capacity and Cell edge users’ throughput.
Figures.4 & 5 shown below illustrate the 19-cell network for the technology study (at Connaught Place area, New Delhi,
India). Initial planning with respect to currently available technology- say WiMAX 16e, will generate coverage overlaps
after migration due to enhanced coverage of next generation technology- say 16m or TD-LTE. However, if planning is
done with next generation deployment in mind, it will leave coverage holes in the initial phase of the network. In this
paper the planning consideration is as per initial phase, so in final deployment, overlaps are visible. For results related to
other planning scenarios please contact SRG.
Figure 5 19 cell layout WiMAX 16e – Connaught Place, New Delhi

Figure 4 WiMAX 16e to TD-LTE migrated network

Figures shown below depict the signal strength-RSSI at each point for both technologies. It is certain that the RSSI for TDLTE case is much better than that of WiMAX 16e Enhanced. However, it also results in more interference for TD-LTE.
Figure 7 RSSI for WiMAX 16e deployment– Connaught Place, New Delhi

Figure 6 RSSI for TD-LTE migrated deployment

(resolution- 6m)
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As stated earlier, peak interference levels are higher in TD-LTE case figures as reflected in figures shown below. Figure.8
and 9 shows the advantage of 1-3-2 frequency re-use plan over 1-3-1 plan. For 132, the sectors in cell sharing the same
frequency i.e. F1, the interference is marginally low compared to 1-3-1, whereas for 3rd sector i.e. F2 this interference is
negligible.
Figure 9 Static interference for WiMAX 16e- re-use 1-3-1

Figure 8 Static interference for WiMAX- re-use 1-3-2

Figure 10 Static interference for migrated TD-LTE- re-use 1-3-1

Table 8 Fractional Frequency Re-use Analysis WiMAX 16e (Inter-cell separation & 600 m Frequency Re-use: 1-3-1)
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

1 FFR zone/sector out of 3
FFR zones
Absent

2 FFR zone/sector out of 3 FFR zones

Overlap of FFR zones

1 FFR zone/sector out of 3
FFR zones
Absent

Allocation for FFR zone (symbols)

2 DL, 3 UL

4 DL, 6 UL

Each of 3FFR zone has 2 out of 3 sector
interfering
2 DL, 3 UL

Mean Dynamic Sector Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 8.999, UL – 2.706

DL – 7.632, UL – 2.436

DL – 9.048, UL – 2.77

Site Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 26.997, UL – 8.118

DL -22.896, UL – 7.308

DL – 27.144, UL – 8.312

Cell Edge Users’ Throughput (Kbps)

DL – 246.967, UL – 90.254

DL – 320.768, UL – 132.333

DL – 316.255, UL – 124.386

Fractional Frequency Re-use
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Spectral Efficiency

DL – 1.458, UL – 0.913

DL – 1.472, UL – 0.94

DL – 1.466, UL – 0.935

Switching value of SINR for FFR (dB)

DL – 6.7, UL – 5.2

DL – 8.9, UL -7.1

DL – 8.3, UL - 7

Application Capacity with NGMN Traffic
mix
Application Capacity with VoIP only traffic
(frame reconfigured for equal DL UL traffic
support)
Application Capacity with SDTV Multicast
(frame reconfigured for maximized DL traffic)
(in channels)

68

66

70

244

236

251

13

14

14

FFR is a way to improve cell edge users’ performance at the price of a portion of bandwidth being unused. If the
allocated FFR zone bandwidth is not used effectively, spectral efficiency deteriorates. Comparison of Case 1 and Case 2
in Table.8 demonstrates this fact. With more allocation towards FFR in Case 2, there is increased Cell edge users’
performance, however the capacity goes down. Case 3, as shown in Figure.10, is a special type of re-use, where during
FFR zone symbols, 3 FFR zones are present, each of them are used by 2 of sectors.
Figure 11 2 FFR zone allocation in each sector and 3 FFR zones per cell site
Sector 1

Sector 2

Sector 3

Table 9 Device Analysis results in WiMAX 16e
Case 1

Case 2

UE Transceiver

1 Tx, 1 Rx

2 Tx, 2 Rx

Rx MIMO support

Closed Loop beam forming

Closed Loop beam forming, STC, SMX, SIC, MRC

Tx MIMO support

Collaborative MIMO

Closed Loop beam forming, STC, SMX

Mean Dynamic Sector Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 8.233, UL – 1.28

DL – 13.147, UL – 4.523

Site Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 24.699, UL – 3.84

DL -39.441, UL – 13.569

Cell Edge Users’ Throughput (Kbps)

DL – 149.636, UL – 9.06

DL – 433.4, UL – 203.655

Spectral Efficiency

DL – 1.235, UL – 0.384

DL – 1.972, UL – 1.357

Application Capacity with NGMN Traffic mix

32

112

Application Capacity with VoIP only traffic
(frame reconfigured for equal DL UL traffic support)
Application Capacity with SDTV Multicast
(frame reconfigured for maximized DL traffic) (in channels)

122

366

9

18



Closed loop beam forming and Collaborative MIMO are only applicable for non-mobile user equipment
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User Equipment in case 1 in Table.9 has limited multi-stream support with effectiveness only in near stationary scenario
(No mobility). Therefore MIMO has very little enhancement over it. On the other hand, User Equipment in case 2 has full
MIMO support for multi-stream data. It uses MIMO to increase both DL Rx and UL Tx rates. In case of mix of devices in
operational network, the performance depends on the proportional mix. Please note that except for Table.9 and
Table.10, all other analysis tables use common configuration for proportional mix of devices and usage types.

Table 10 Usage Analysis in a deployed scenario in WiMAX 16e
User location

Case 1
Outdoor

Case 2
Outdoor

Case 3
Outdoor

Case 4
Outdoor

Case 5
Indoor

User mobility

None

Pedestrian (5 kmph)

Slow Vehicle (30
kmph)

Fast Vehicle (100
kmph)

None

Mean Dynamic Sector Capacity
(Mbps)
Site Capacity (Mbps)

DL – 14.86, UL – 4.3
DL – 44.58, UL –
12.9
DL – 456.877, UL –
190.838
DL – 2.229, UL –
1.29

DL – 13.58, UL –
4.156
DL – 40.74, UL –
12.468
DL – 414.568, UL –
168.477
DL – 2.037, UL –
1.245

DL – 12.733, UL –
3.657
DL – 38.199, UL –
10.971
DL – 387.141, UL –
153.44
DL – 1.91, UL –
1.097

DL – 11.42, UL –
3.38
DL – 34.26, UL –
10.14
DL – 314.472, UL –
124.978
DL – 1.713, UL –
1.014

DL – 10.093, UL –
3.05
DL – 30.279, UL –
9.15
DL – 301.021, UL –
117.052
DL – 1.514, UL –
0.915

Application Capacity with NGMN
Traffic mix
Application Capacity with VoIP only
traffic

99

91

84

75

67

339

302

271

252

243

Application Capacity with SDTV
Multicast

20

18

17

15

13

Cell Edge Users’ Throughput (Kbps)
Spectral Efficiency

(frame reconfigured for equal DL UL traffic
support)

(frame reconfigured for maximized DL
traffic) (in channels)

It is clear from results of Table.10 that fast mobility and indoor scenarios have a severe effect on capacity of the network
and cell edge performance. Planners need to be very clear on their target mix of usage scenarios for adequate
operational network performance.

4.1 Co-existent (Hybrid Network): WiMAX 16e and TD-LTE
Co-existence scenario is inevitable whether the migration is from WiMAX 16e to WiMAX 16m or from WiMAX 16e to TDLTE. In this section an analysis is presented depicting one such scenario where WiMAX 16e network is migrating to TDLTE network- Figures: 2 & 3. Each cell site will exist in one of three states:
i. WiMAX 16e only,
ii. WiMAX 16e and TD-LTE co-existing and,
iii. TD-LTE only.
As far as the deployed network is concerned, performance is determined by these mix of cell sites along with inter and
intra-cell interferences plus the inter-technology interference.
Figure.11 shows the composite cell sites. Figure.12 and Figure.13 show the decomposed view of Figure.11 by individual
technology cell sites. Please note that the cell sites could be in either of states for a technology as in Figures: 2 & 3
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Figure 12 Co-existent technology cell sites: WiMAX 16e and TD-LTE

Figure 13 WiMAX 16e Cell Sites (10MHz)

Figure 14 TD-LTE Cell Sites (Mix of 10MHz and 20MHz)

10MHz site

20MHz site
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Figure 16 RSSI WiMAX 16e Cell Sites- 6m resolution

Figure 18 Peak interference WiMAX 16e Cell Sites- 6m resolution
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Figure 15 RSSI TD-LTE Cell Sites (Mix of 10MHz and 20MHz)- 6m resolution

Figure 17 Peak interference TD-LTE Cell Sites - 6m resolution
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However the peak interference is the worst case interference, where all signals have data on all subcarriers and interfere
fully in phase. In reality, the dynamic interference is a much lower value than peak interference. These two
terminologies are analogous to Scalar sum and Vector sum.
Figure.19 shown below is the evaluation of dynamic interference at a receive/transmit point with average DL SINR ~15
dB and average UL SINR ~6 dB for both WiMAX and TD-LTE. Maximum value of interference on WiMAX is 11.68 dB and
on TD-LTE is 10.41 dB and minimum values are -2.6 dB and -1.2 dB respectively within a one second run. Figure.19 is the
time aligned Interference map in one frame, which has maximum and minimum interference value for WiMAX and TDLTE as 10.27 dB, 8.56 dB, -2.41 dB and -1.12 dB.
TD-LTE has less symbol time than WiMAX. The sub-carrier bandwidth in WiMAX is less than TD-LTE. Smaller symbol time
in TD-LTE means fewer unique overlapping WiMAX symbols per TD-LTE symbol, which can be equalized better. And less
subcarrier width of WiMAX results in reduced frequency band for their correlation and therefore fewer sub-carriers in
TD-LTE suffer interference.
Both arguments mean less interference effect on TD-LTE due to WiMAX in hybrid deployment. Conversely, it means
higher interference in WiMAX due to TD-LTE.
Configuration1:
1. Frame configuration for WiMAX:
a. Frame start = After 4 ms from LTE frame start
b. DL subframe: 29 symbols
c. UL subframe: 18 symbols
d. TTG: 290 PS
2. Frame configuration for LTE
a. Subframes: DL SPL UL UL DL DL SPL UL UL DL
b. Only DwPTS and Guard used within SPL subframes. No UpPTS configuration
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Figure 19 Dynamic interference in hybrid network- Configuration1
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Configuration2:
1. Frame configuration for WiMAX:
a. Frame start = After 3 ms from LTE frame start
b. DL subframe: 35 symbols
c. UL subframe: 12 symbols
d. TTG: 290 PS
2. Frame configuration for LTE
a. Subframes: DL SPL UL DL DL DL SPL UL DL DL
b. Only DwPTS and Guard used within SPL subframes. No UpPTS configuration

DL

UL

DL

UL

DL

Figure 20 Dynamic interference in hybrid
network- Configuration2
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Figure.21 shows the capacity deficiency in the hybrid network. In the middle-bottom of the map canvas, there is high
traffic due to the location of Central Business District. There is low signal strength due to absence of nearby site. It
shows high capacity deficiency.

Figure 21 Capacity deficiency of the hybrid network

5 Conclusions
This white paper’s primary purpose is to present an unbiased but comprehensive technology review of options available
for Indian wireless broadband operators. There are many aspects of analysis and data that are directly applicable to
other global deployments. The only differences are in amount of spectrum bandwidth that is available and timelines of
deployment at the place under consideration. These differences may amount to an alternative set of choices.
We strongly feel that whether WiMAX 16 ‘m’ or TD-LTE, as technology specifications go, are equally suited for next
generation broadband deployment without actual significant difference in performance. Therefore, operators making a
choice will have to go primarily with other facts such as market forces, eco-system and technology maturity. These
topics have been well addressed for India in our companion series whitepapers- (India Wireless Broadband Operators- A
strategic review of options) & (India Broadband Operators- A case study of ARPU rates).
Based on our analysis on the Ekaa platform, we are convinced that there is but a manageable impact on operational or
technology performance for operator migration to WiMAX 16 ‘m’ or TD-LTE from a deployed WiMAX 16 e network.
Financial assessment of such choices has been extensively discussed in companion white papers mentioned above.
Lastly, analysis of this whitepaper generated voluminous data on several considerations which have not been presented.
Much of this data is available and can be shared upon request.
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No effort has been spared to make this document unbiased and truly original. This paper is a completely independent
and impartial study. Special care has been taken to ensure that it was not influenced by the advocacy of any forum,
industry or trade body. The Ekaa platform has been extensively used for this study as it offers an unbiased vantage point
which prevents human intervention or biases from influencing the outcome of some of the key results.
The analysis is very detailed and in depth and this document captures only the most pertinent areas and revealing
conclusions. Thanks to the use of Ekaa, the analysis done is comparable to an analysis of a practical deployment
scenario. This will benefit operators as they will have a clear, concise and unbiased understanding of the technology
conundrum keeping with Savitar’s philosophy of being the operator’s best friend.
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